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In this work, the kinetic parameters governing the thermal and oxidative degradation of flexible 
polyurethane foam are determined using thermogravimetric data and a genetic algorithm. These 
kinetic parameters are needed in the theoretical modeling of the foam’s smoldering behavior. 
Experimental thermogravimetric mass-loss data are used to explore the kinetics of polyurethane 
foam and to propose a mechanism consisting of five reactions. A lumped model of solid mass-loss 
based on Arrhenius-type reaction rates and the five-step mechanism is developed to predict the 
polyurethane thermal degradation. The predictions are compared to the thermogravimetric 
measurements, and using a genetic algorithm, the method finds the kinetic and stoichiometric 
parameters that provide the best agreement between the lumped model and the experiments. To 
date, no study has attempted to describe both forward and opposed smolder-propagation with the 
same kinetic mechanism. Thus, in order to verify that the polyurethane kinetics determined from 
thermogravimetric experiments can be used to describe the reactions involved in polyurethane 
smoldering combustion, the five-step mechanism and its kinetic parameters are incorporated into a 
simple species model of smoldering combustion. It is shown that the species model agrees with 
experimental observations and that it captures phenomenologically the spatial distribution of the 
different species and the reactions in the vicinity of the front, for both forward and opposed 
propagation. The results indicate that the kinetic scheme proposed here is the first one to describe 
smoldering combustion of polyurethane in both propagation modes. 
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iA  Pre-exponential factor of reaction i 
Da  Damkohler number 
iE  Activation energy of reaction i 
hr  Heating rate 
L  Characteristic thickness of the smolder front 
tL  Characteristic thermal-thickness of the smolder front 
0M  Initial total mass of solid 
jM  Mass of solid species j 
m  Fraction of total solid mass respect to initial total mass 
jm  Fraction of mass of solid species j respect to initial total mass 
in  Power-law parameter for of reaction i 
R  Universal gas constant 
t  Time 
T  Temperature 
u  Velocity 
2O
y  Oxygen mass fraction in gas 
Greek symbols 
α  Ratio of smolder thickness to thermal thickness 
γ  Constant of relative influence in the fitness  
i,jν  Mass yield/consumption of species j per mass of reactant in reaction i 
Φ  Fitness of individual 
δ  Binary exponent for the oxygen fraction dependence 
ρ  Density 
ξ  Non-dimensional spatial location 
ω& j Reaction rate of reaction j 
θ& j Non-dimensional reaction rate of reaction j 
Π  Non-dimensional temperature 
τ  Characteristic chemical time 
φ  Porosity 
Subscripts 
0  Initial 
β  β-foam solid species 
c  Char solid species / Char oxidation reaction 
calc  Calculations 
cel  Cellulose solid species 
exp  Experimental 
f  Foam solid species 
fwd  Forward propagation 
g  Gas 
2O  Oxygen 
o  Foam oxidation reaction 
βo  β-foam oxidation reaction 
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opp  Opposed propagation 
p  Foam pyrolysis reaction 
βp  β-foam pyrolysis reaction 
r  Residue solid species 






Smoldering phenomenon is a flameless form of combustion, deriving its heat from 
heterogeneous reactions occurring on the surface of a solid fuel when this is heated in the 
presence of oxygen [1, 2]. It is of interest both as a fundamental combustion problem and 
as a practical fire hazard. Many materials can sustain a smoldering reaction, including 
coal, cotton, duff, peat, wood and most charring polymers. A smoldering front can 
propagate inside a porous combustible material if it is sufficiently permeable to flow. 
Typically, smoldering initiation requires the external supply of heat to the solid fuel. The 
subsequent temperature increase of the solid triggers its thermal-degradation reactions 
(endothermic pyrolysis and exothermic oxidations). The reaction starts to propagate when 
the net heat released rate is high enough to balance the heat transfer rate ahead of the 
front and to the surroundings [1, 2]. A smoldering combustion reaction is generally oxygen 
deficient and leaves behind a significant amount of combustible char. The characteristic 
temperature and heat released during smoldering combustion are low in comparison with 
flaming combustion, and the smoldering front propagates at speeds that are two orders of 
magnitude lower than flame spread. In spite of its weak-combustion characteristics, 
smoldering incidents represent an important fire-safety hazard because it can be initiated 
by relatively weak sources of heat, it yields a high conversion to toxic gases, it is difficult to 
detect and extinguish within the interior of porous materials, and it can abruptly 
transition to flaming combustion. Fire statistics draw attention on the magnitude of 
smoldering fires as the leading cause of fire deaths [3]. More than 25 % of the annual fire-
deaths in the USA are attributed to smoldering-initiated fires, both due to a sudden 
transition from smoldering to flaming combustion and a higher conversion to toxic species 
per mass of fuel (e.g. carbon monoxide). Only during 2001, in the USA there were an 
estimated 31,200 smoldering fires causing a total of $386 million in property damage [3]. 
In spite of this, smoldering combustion receives relatively little attention from the fire-
safety community. A possible explanation for this fact is that the menace of smoldering 
fires generally originates from the objects inside a building rather than the building itself, 
and thus it is perceived as a consumer-product oriented issue and not a building-codes 
issue. 
Smoldering combustion is also of concern in space flight programs. The Space Shuttles 
have registered an average of one charred-cable incident for every ten missions [4, 5]. A 
charred cable is symptomatic of smolder-prone conditions and could lead to sustained 
smoldering combustion or ignition of nearby fuels. Also the MIR orbital station and other 
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Soviet/Russian spacecrafts suffered several smolder-related incidents [6]. With the 
currently orbiting International Space Station and future long-term manned missions 
(Moon and Mars), it is important to understand the mechanisms of smoldering combustion 
in a variety of practical materials, both in microgravity and normal gravity, so that the fire 
hazard posed by smoldering fires can be mitigated. 
Modeling of smolder is of particular interest due to its potential use for estimating 
smolder-ignition resistance, the production rate of toxic species, conditions for transition 
to flaming, and for forensic fire reconstruction. It also provides a cost-effective alternative 
to experiments when testing is too costly, such as in reduced gravity environments. In 
addition to the thermophysical aspects of smoldering combustion, inclusion of the 
chemical reactions occurring on the solid fuel is important when modeling in detail the 
smoldering phenomenon. Kinetics governs the chemical structure of the front, dictates the 
global heat-released rate, and is ultimately responsible for determining under what 
conditions a material ignites and smolders (and thus poses a hazard). Proper computation 
of the reaction rates is particularly essential for the kinetically controlled regimes of 
ignition, extinction, and the transition to flaming. Thus, advanced models of smoldering 
combustion require quantitative information on the heterogeneous reactions taking place 
in the solid. However, it is difficult to establish and quantify the kinetic mechanism of solid 
degradation with certainty, especially for materials with complex kinetics (multi-step 
decomposition) like most polymers. Well-established and quantified kinetic mechanisms 
for smoldering combustion are not readily available in the literature for most fuels of 
interest 
The objective of this work is to develop a methodology to obtain a global mechanism of 
thermo-oxidative decomposition that can be applied to, in special, computer modeling of 
smoldering combustion. Emphasis is given to the thermal and oxidative degradation of the 
solid fuel because these are the most important reactions involved in smoldering 
combustion [1]. The solid fuel of interest in this work is open-cell, flexible, polyurethane 
foam (PU), which is selected for several reasons: it is of major importance in residential 
and industrial fire-safety; it is a good representative of smolder-prone porous materials; it 
has homogeneous properties and is easy to handle in laboratory experiments; and a 
significant amount of fundamental work has been carried out on it already (including 
unique microgravity tests), so this work benefits from ample existing knowledge. 
PU is a class of versatile polymers produced by the reaction of a polyol with an 
isocyanate plus catalysts, surfactants and water. In the form of foam, it is used in a wide 
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range of industrial applications with worldwide production over a million tons per year. 
The aeronautics, automobile, construction and furniture industrial sectors use it to 
manufacture thermal insulation, upholstery, as well as sound and shock dampening 
materials. PU foam is a major fire-safety concern [3, 7, 8] due to its relatively low ignition 
resistance, being a common fire-ignition source through smoldering combustion and a 
latter transition to flaming combustion. 
Most of the studies on PU solid thermal-decomposition do not provide all the 
information needed to model smoldering combustion. They usually focus on thermal-
decomposition by pyrolysis only [9, 10, 11] (and thus the kinetic scheme is incomplete for 
oxidative environments), or provide kinetic parameters that are not appropriate for 
numerical models [12, 13]. Some authors modeling smolder of PU used the kinetic 
parameters of other polymeric fuels [14, 15] or/and use calibration procedures to extract 
some unknown parameters [15, 16]. Furthermore, conventional mechanisms do not 
describe both smolder-propagation modes (opposed or forward). Consequently, different 
mechanisms are used for each propagation mode (e.g. [17, 18]). Since there are no 
fundamental kinetic differences between the two propagation modes, a single 
comprehensive kinetic scheme should describe both adequately. 
In this work, a comprehensive and quantitative mechanism is proposed that is valid for 
modeling PU smoldering behavior in both opposed and forward propagation. First a global 
mechanism of PU kinetics with five reactions is proposed based on the results from 
previous thermogravimetric experiments. Then, a lumped model of solid mass-loss is 
developed and used with the proposed mechanism to numerically reproduce the 
thermogravimetric experiments. A robust optimization technique (based on genetic 
algorithm) is used to find the set of kinetic parameters that provide the best agreement 
between the predictions and the experiments. Then, the mechanism is evaluated by 
simulating both forward and opposed smolder propagation with a simple one-dimensional 
model of the reactions inside a smoldering front and comparing the results with 
experimental observations. 
 
II Thermogravimetry and Kinetics Parameters 
The degradation of polymers in general, and of PU in particular, involves complex 
pathways to chemical and physical changes. An example of the changes in the microscale 
morphology of PU as it smolders can be seen Fig. 1, which shows scanning electron 
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microscopy (SEM) images. The virgin foam (Fig. 1a) has a well-organized distribution of 
hollow pores of polygonal faces, which are formed by fibers of near-uniform thickness. 
When the foam pyrolyzes at temperatures between 250 and 300 °C (Fig. 1b), the 
distribution of pores changes and the fibers’ edges deform toward membraned shapes. The 
char remaining after smoldering at temperatures between 400 and 450 °C (Fig. 1c) is 
comprised of needle-like fibers and no longer has a uniform structure. The successive loss 
of mass as the foam smolders is evident. 
The study of the chemical reactivity of a solid material as it is heated is best carried out 
experimentally through thermogravimetry (TG). TG is a testing procedure in which 
changes in the weight of a small solid specimen are recorded as it is heated inside an oven 
under controlled temperature and composition atmosphere. It provides qualitative and 
quantitative information regarding the different reactions taking place in the heated solid 
and is widely used to study solid thermal-degradation. Typical results from TG analysis are 
the mass (m ) and the mass-loss rate ( dtdm ) of the solid at the corresponding 
temperature of the oven. Once a kinetic mechanism is proposed, the estimation of the 
corresponding kinetic parameters from TG experimental data can be done with a variety of 
techniques available in the literature (20, 21). For example, for one-step mechanisms, the 
simplest analytical method consists on correlating experimental data with a linear 
expression between the logarithm of the reaction rate and the inverse of the temperature 
[22]. 
In spite of PU’s complex kinetic-behavior, experimental evidence suggests that a 
mechanism consisting of only a few global reactions would capture the most important 
characteristics of the decomposition process. Ohlemiller [1] proposed a three-step 
mechanism for the smoldering combustion of charring polymers (based on the kinetics of 
cellulose). This mechanism includes fuel pyrolysis, fuel oxidation and char oxidation, 
accounting for three solid species; fuel, char and ash. The kinetic parameters of PU foam 
corresponding to this mechanism were calculated by the present authors and applied to 
model smoldering combustion in [16] (also [23] used these kinetic parameters) with 
relatively good results. However, since only a single pyrolysis-step was included, the 
mechanism resulted in excessive mass-loss while underpredicting the oxidation rates. 
The TG experiments of Chao and Wang [13] for PU flexible foam suggest that a five-step 
mechanism would describe better the PU thermal decomposition. By examining the TG 
results in nitrogen atmosphere (Fig. 2), it can be seen that (at least) two distinct pyrolysis 
reactions are taking place instead of one. Other TG analyses also confirm that PU pyrolysis 
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occurs in two stages [9, 24, 25]. Thus, the three-step mechanism referred to above could 
be improved with an additional pyrolysis path and with the inclusion of an additional solid 
species, referred to here as β-foam. The inclusion of the β-foam implies the addition of its 
subsequent oxidation to char. The TG experiments in air atmosphere (Fig. 3) show three 
peaks in the solid mass-loss rate between 25 and 400 °C. The mechanism then suggests 
that each peak is the mass-loss of a corresponding solid species by competing pyrolysis 
and oxidation pathways. This way, the first peak would be the mass-loss of the virgin 
foam, the second that of the β-foam, and the third one that of the char. To account for the 
small mass left at 450 °C, a fourth solid species has to be included, which it is referred 
here as residue. 
Thus, based on the data of Chao and Wang [13], a five-step mechanism is proposed 
here that is composed of: two foam pyrolysis (Eqs. 1 and 2); two foam oxidations (Eqs. 3) 
and 4); and one char oxidation (Eq. 5), accounting for four solid species: foam, β-foam, 
char and residue. 
 Gas    foam-    Foam pg,p, ν+βν→ β  (1) 
 Gas    Char    foam- pg,pc, ββ ν+ν→β  (2) 
 Gas    Char   O   Foam og,oc,2o,O2 ν+ν→ν+  (3) 
 Gas    Char   O   foam- og,oc,2o,O2 ν+ν→ν+β  (4) 
 Gas    Residue   O   Char cg,cr,2c,O2 ν+ν→ν+  (5) 
The two main constituents of PU are isocyanate and polyol. The major breakdown 
mechanism in PU is the scission of the polyol-isocyanate bond. The isocyanate vaporizes 
and the polyol remains to further decompose [9, 26]. Consequently, in the above global-
mechanism, the first pyrolysis reaction (Eq. 1) represents the scission of the polyol-
isocyanate bond, and the β-foam corresponds to the less-volatile polyol left behind. The 
polyol further pyrolyzes by the consecutive reaction in Eq. (2). To keep the mechanism as 
simple as possible but still comprehensive, the oxidation reactions of virgin PU (Eq. 3) and 
β-foam (Eq. 4) are assumed to have the same kinetic parameters. Also for simplicity the 
produced char in Eq. (3) and (4) is assumed to be the same species as the char produced 





Mass-Loss Model and Inverse Problem 
In order to implement the mechanism proposed above (Eqs. 1-5) into numerical models 
of smoldering, it is necessary to quantify the stoichiometric and kinetic parameters of each 
reaction. Traditional methods of parameter estimation from TG data become inefficient or 
impossible to apply for multiple-step reaction mechanisms, such as the one proposed here 
for PU. Therefore, a more general method that can be applied to any mass-loss mechanism 
expressible in mathematical terms is implemented in this section. A lumped model of the 
mass-loss processes is developed to simulate the transient decomposition during TG 
experiments according to the above mechanism. Then, the results are compared with the 
TG data until the kinetic parameters that provide the best agreement between predictions 
and TG experiments are found. This methodology is efficient and simple, proving good 
results [26, 27, 16]. 
In TG experiments, the mass of the sample inside the experimental oven is very small, 
on the order of a few milligrams. The inflow rate of gases (i.e. nitrogen or air) into the oven 
is high compared to the release rate of gaseous products from the degrading solid. Thus, 
transport effects and thermal gradients inside the solid can be neglected. Under these 
assumptions and for the mechanism in Eqs. (1-5), the equations governing the solid mass-
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where im  is the relative mass of solid species i  respect to the initial mass of the sample. 



























Each of the reaction paths described in Eqs. (1-5) is assumed to have an Arrhenius-
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The initial conditions (Eq. 12), the temperature rise and the oxygen fraction (Eq. 13) are 































Where h  is the heating rate, i.e. the controlled temperature increase inside the oven, 
typically a constant linear ramp in TG experiments. Following the assumptions mention 
above, the oxygen concentration 
2O
y  is set equal to the constant value at the inflow to the 
oven. The TG experiments of Chao and Wang [13] only reported results in either nitrogen or 
air atmospheres, so there is not enough information to derive the reaction order for oxygen 
(δ  in Eq. 7). Consequently, the exponent δ  is set to 1 for oxidation reactions (i.e. first order 
reaction) and set to zero in pyrolysis reactions (i.e. independence of oxygen). 
The time integration of the mass-loss rates (Eqs. 6-10) together with the initial 
conditions (Eq. 12) gives the mass of each solid species ( im ) at any given time. The 
solution to this system of ODEs requires a stiff numerical solver. The system contains 
sixteen unknown kinetic-parameters that are needed in order to compute the reaction 
rates: four activation energies iE , four preexponential factors iA , four reaction-order 
coefficients in , and four stoichiometric yields i,jν  (see Table 2 for a complete listing). It is 
proposed here that these parameters are determined by solving an inverse problem. The 
inverse problem consists of combining together the mass-loss model and an optimization 
technique to identify the set of kinetic parameters that best reproduces the mass-loss 
measured in the TG experiments. 
The solution of this inverse problem is too large a task for classical optimization tools. 
The high dimensionality of the problem (sixteen parameters) produces a large search-space 
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and very complicated landscapes for the optimization target, with numerous local maxima 
and minima. Furthermore, the problem is by definition ill-posed. That is, uniqueness of 
the solution (the kinetic-parameter set) is not guaranteed because very complex physical 
processes are being simulated with a quite simple mass-loss model. For these reasons, an 
efficient multidimensional optimization technique such as genetic algorithms is therefore 
necessary. 
 
III Genetic Algorithms (text reduced 20%) 
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a heuristic search method that imitates the principles of 
biological adaptation. It is based upon the mechanics of the Darwinian survival-of-the-
fittest theory [29, 30]. In a GA, the candidate solutions represent the individuals in a 
population that evolve with time in a predetermined environment. In the present 
application, a candidate solution or individual is a set of values of the kinetic parameters, 
and the environment consists of the mathematical formulation of the problem and the 
experimental TG results. The procedure entails the following: an initial population of 
individuals is randomly generated, then the population undergoes a process of selection 
such that only those giving the best description of the TG results (the fittest) of every 
generation are selected to survive. Children for the next generation are bred by 
reproduction from the parameter-set pool of the parents, plus stochastic mutations. The 
process is repeated generation after generation until convergence is achieved, i.e. no 
subsequent improvements occur. The fittest individuals of any population tend to 
reproduce and survive to the next generation, thus improving successive generations. The 
method has a stochastic component in the mutation, crossover and selection operations to 
ensure wide exploration and to avoid becoming trapped in a local extrema. 
Compared to classical optimization methods for non-linear problems (i.e. trial and 
error, linearization, gradient method and Monte Carlo simulation), GAs’ advantages 
include: excellent performance in high-dimensional problems, resistance to becoming 
trapped in local optima, wide exploration of the parameter space, and elimination of the to 
evaluate Jacobian matrices and works on non-continuous objective-landscapes. Some of 
its disadvantages are that it is heuristic in nature, it is inefficient for small problems, and 
it may not be the fastest method. GAs are capable of quickly finding promising regions of 
the search space but may take a relatively long time to reach a fine localized solution. GAs 
have been previously applied to the chemical-kinetics of combustion, specially to 
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homogeneous gas-reactions [31, 32, 33], with some papers addressing heterogeneous 
reactions, like catalytic reactions [34], and polymer curing [35]. GAs and a similar 
methodology to the one presented here have been applied by the authors to estimate the 
solid-phase kinetics and physical properties for ?re modeling from bench-scale ?re 
experiments [36]. 
In this paper, the GA code used is GAOT [37] in a real-number implementation. 
Population sizes between 100 and 500 are used. In general, the higher the population is, 
the larger the explored search-space and convergence occurs in less generations. The 
adaptation of each parameter-set is measured with a fitness function which is defined here 
as the inverse of the error between the calculations and the experimental measurement: 















−=Φ  (14) 
The fitness accounts for errors both in the solid mass-loss rate dt/dm  and in the solid 
mass m . The constant γ  represents the relative influence on the fitness of the mass over 
the influence of the mass-loss rate. Its value is specified by the user’s convenience; here it 
is set to 50 to scale both fitness terms. The integrals in Eq. (14) are numerically evaluated 
in the range of temperature of the TG experiments (typically from 25 to 600 °C). In 
principle the perfect solution would have an infinite fitness, but in this particular 
application, and due to noise in the data plus the imperfect fitting, the rough magnitude of 
the best fitness is 100. The algorithm is stopped when no further improvement of the 
fitness occurs after several hundreds of generations. Typically, convergence was achieved 
in less than 1000 generations, requiring a total computer time of less than 10 hours on a 
3.0 GHz Pentium PC of the year 2004. 
 
IV Testing the Methodology against a Benchmark 
Before the above methodology is applied to PU kinetics, its effectiveness is evaluated 
and tested by applying it to the well-studied problem of the thermal degradation of 
cellulose. The results are also used to illustrate an exemplar application of GA within this 
methodology. TG results for cellulose in a nitrogen atmosphere (Fig. 6) were chosen as the 
best available benchmark to be used in the test because the kinetics is simple and well-
known [21]. The TG data are taken from Grønli et al. [21] (heating rate of 5 °C/min, curve 
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#7), which is a round-robin study where different laboratories conducted independent TG 
experiments of the same cellulose and estimated the pyrolysis kinetic-parameters. 
The mathematical mass-loss model presented above was modified to fit the cellulose 















=ω&  (16) 
The GA methodology was applied in the optimization of the three kinetic parameters of 
cellulose pyrolysis ( pA , pE  and p,cν ). Evolution of the best fitness (i.e. performance of the 
best parameter-set at each generation) is presented in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the 
improvement is very fast at the beginning and tends toward convergence at a slower pace. 
Fig. 5 shows the performance of all the individuals attempted by the GA during a typical 
search in the mass-loss/temperature space. This figure illustrates how initial individuals 
perform poorly, but as generations proceed, new individuals provide improved mass-loss 
curves that eventually converge toward the experimental results. 
The best set of kinetic-parameters found is reported Table 1 and its performance 
simulating the TG experiments is shown Fig. 6. It is seen that the simulated TG curve fits 
the experimental curve over the entire temperature range. Moreover, the parameters 
estimated are in excellent agreement with those determined in the benchmark study 
through more traditional analytical methods [21]. Grønli et al. reported significant scatter 
among the measured mass-loss curves provided by the different laboratories due to 
experimental variations in sample size, heating rate, thermal lag and the instruments 
used. This experimental scatter subsequently induced variations in the kinetic parameters 
determined by the different laboratories. These variations are reported in Table 1 as TG 
scatter. The differences between the benchmark values and the GA-estimated values are 
also presented in Table 1. It is seen that these differences are significantly lower than the 
induced variations due to TG scatter. This contrast suggests that with respect to the 
analytical method used in the benchmark, the differences introduced by the application of 
GAs to determine kinetic parameters are significantly lower than those associated to the 




V Application to the Kinetics of Polyurethane Foam 
In this section the proposed methodology is applied to determine the kinetic parameters 
of PU using the five-step mechanism in Eqs. (1-5). The TG measurements of Chao and Wang 
[13] for flexible PU foam are used to obtain the kinetic parameters. Chao and Wang used 
commercially available non-fire retarded flexible polyurethane foam. Their tests were 
conducted at heating rates of 5, 10, and 20 °C/min and in nitrogen and air. Tests in nitrogen 
give information only on the pyrolysis paths (Fig. 2), and in air on both the pyrolysis and 
oxidation paths together (Fig. 3). 
Analysis of available experimental data on the smoldering behavior of PU [38, 39] shows 
that the temperature variation rate (i.e. heating rate) of the virgin foam produced by the 
propagating front ranges between approximately 1 and 150 °C/min, with an average about 
50 °C/min. For this reason, the heating rate of 20 °C/min (the highest available from the TG 
data) was chosen to obtain the kinetic parameters. The other two heating rates (5 and 10 
°C/min) were used as blind predictions for validation purposes and to test the suitability of 
the parameters for extrapolation to different heating rates. 
A comparison of the experimental and modeled TG curves, using the optimal parameters 
determined as described above, is presented in Figs. 2 and 3. The fitness was evaluated 
applying Eq. (14) simultaneously to both nitrogen and air atmosphere results. It is seen that 
the five-step mechanism captures the position and magnitude of the peaks in all of the 
mass-loss curves, demonstrating the capabilities of the mechanism at different heating rates 
and oxygen concentrations. Numerical values of all the kinetic parameters are given in Table 
2. 
The role of each reaction in the simulated TG results are explored in Figs. 7 and 8, where 
each of the calculated reaction rates iω&  are shown at a heating rate of 20 °C/min. In 
nitrogen atmosphere (Fig. 7), the virgin foam pyrolysis produces the first peak shown in the 
TG mass-loss of Fig. 2, and the β-foam pyrolysis produces the second peak. Overlapping of 
the two pyrolysis paths occurs between 290 and 320 °C. Evidently, in the model no oxidation 
takes place in nitrogen atmosphere. In air (Fig. 8), the competing pyrolysis and oxidation 
reactions of the virgin foam overlap completely, producing the first peak in the TG mass-loss 
rate shown in Fig. 3 between 200 and 330 °C. In air, most of the virgin foam is pyrolyzed 
rather than oxidized, and the β-foam pyrolysis has low intensity. Similarly, the competing 
pyrolysis and oxidation reactions of the β-foam overlap completely, producing the second 
peak in the TG mass-loss rate of Fig. 3 between 270 and 350 °C. Fig. 8 shows that in air, 
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most of the virgin foam is pyrolyzed rather than oxidized, whereas most of the β-foam is 
oxidized rather than pyrolyzed. The oxidation of the char takes place between 300 °C and 
420 °C. 
Values of the stoichiometric parameters in Table 2 can also be used to interpret the 
mass-yields of species and gases. Pyrolysis of the virgin foam would yield roughly one-third 
as gas, whereas pyrolysis of the β-foam would yield little char and thus most of it becomes 
gas. Oxidation of the virgin foam and the β-foam would yield roughly half gas and haft char, 
whereas char oxidation would have a small yield of solid residue. 
The uniqueness of the solution (i.e. the kinetic-parameter set) is always a concern in 
inverse problems. To resolve the issue, two approaches are followed here; one is to verify 
that the parameters are applicable at the other two heating rates (blind predictions); and 
the other is to determine the confidence limits of the value for each parameter are listed in 
Table 2 by expressing them as the value of the fittest individual accompanied by the range 
of values of other well-fitted individuals (top 10% of the end population). The estimated 
values for the pre-exponential factors and the activation energies are considerably 
sensitive to the optimization conditions, and thus their wide confidence limits. This 
sensitivity is expected [21], although it is found that significant differences in the values of 
the kinetic parameters yield small differences in the simulated TG curves. Also, the 
parameters show interdependence; the upper bound for the pre-exponentials correspond 
with the upper bound of the activation energies, and the same way with the lower bounds. 
Lower values of the pre-exponential factor are compensated for by slightly lower values of 
the activation energy. The results show that the interdependence is particularly strong and 
linear (fit goodness 97.0R2 > ) in the cases of the foam pyrolysis and the char oxidation. 
Their respective trends inside the ranges shown in Table 2 are of the form: 
pp10 E093.040.2)A(log +−=  (17) 
cc10 E083.056.1)A(log +−=  (18) 
Where iA  is expressed in [1/s] and iE  in [kJ/mol]. This interdependence of the values 
is called “kinetic compensation effect” and has been long-observed to occur in the 
estimation of kinetic parameters from TG experiments [40, 41]. This linear 
interdependence results from the interaction between the mathematical nature of the 
Arrhenius-reaction rates and physicochemical and experimental factors [41]. 
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The five-step mechanism does not capture the small mass-loss that occurs in air at 
temperatures between 450 and 600 °C. This secondary oxidation reaction (also sometimes 
referred to as secondary char oxidation) was not included in the mechanism because it 
occurs at high temperature and is of little consequence to smolder propagation [42, 43]. 
Moreover, secondary char oxidation consumes one-order of magnitude more mass of 
oxygen per mass of reactant than the first oxidation [43] so its effect on the TG 
experiments might be controlled by oxygen transport rather than by kinetics, in which 
case it would not be well-described by our mass-loss model (Eq. 5 and 6). 
 
VI Application of the Kinetic Mechanism to Smoldering Combustion 
One-dimensional propagation of smoldering combustion is classified as either forward 
or opposed (Fig. 8). In forward smolder, the reaction front moves in the same direction as 
the oxidizer flow, while in opposed smolder the front moves in the opposite direction to the 
oxidizer. These propagation modes differ from each other by the heat and mass transfer 
characteristics, and thus they have essential differences in the role played by each 
reaction [44]. Conventional models of PU smoldering use different kinetic schemes 
depending on the propagation mode. Forward smolder is generally described as having 
both the pyrolysis and oxidation reactions independently included in the mechanism [18, 
45, 46, 47], whereas in opposed propagation they are lumped together in a global single 
reaction [17, 48, 49, 50, 51]. To date, no study has attempted to describe both forward and 
opposed smolder-propagation with the same kinetic mechanism and the same kinetic 
parameters. Hence, the objective of this section is to verify with a simple species model 
that the kinetics extracted from TG experiments can be applied to smoldering combustion 
of PU in both forward and opposed configurations. 
The simple species model consists of the species conservation equations of a smolder-
front propagating though PU, assuming one-dimensional and steady state conditions. The 
energy equation is not solved for but replaced with a prescribed temperature distribution 
ahead of and behind the smoldering front. The smolder velocity is prescribed as well. 
Ahead of the smoldering front, the temperature distribution is obtained by fitting its 
theoretical expression [52] with previous experimental results for both opposed and 
forward smolder propagation [38, 39]. Behind the smolder front, the temperature is 
assumed constant and equal to the maximum smolder temperature in the experiments. 
This condition implies the assumption of no heat losses. Air is forced at the inlet and 
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considered to flow through the porous material at constant velocity. It is assumed that the 
gas and solid phases are in thermal equilibrium. In the gas phase, only the species 
conservation for oxygen is solved, and it considers both convective transport and 
consumption by the oxidation reactions. In the solid phase, consumption and production 
of the four solid species by all five reactions is considered. Time derivatives are converted 
into spatial derivatives by anchoring the system of coordinates to the steady-state 
propagating front. The corresponding boundary value problem is given in non-dimensional 
form by the following system of ODEs. 
Mass fraction of oxygen in the gas phase: 
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Mass fraction of solid species j: 
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ii ymeA&  is the non-
dimensional reaction-rate, the Damkohler number for each phase is defined as uLDa τ= , 
and L  is the characteristic thickness of the smolder front. The smolder-front propagation 
velocity smlu  and the gas velocity gu  are input parameters to the model, and their values 
are taken from the literature (Table 3). The characteristic time τ  is selected such that it 
scales the order of magnitude of iθ&  to be around 1. 
The boundary conditions and the temperature profile for each propagation mode are 
specified to correspond to the conditions illustrated in Fig. 9. For forward propagation: 
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where the nondimensional temperature is defined as )300T()300T( sml −−=Π , and 
tL/L=α  is the ratio of the smolder-front thickness to the thermal thickness, defined for 
each propagation mode. 
To apply Eq. (19) it is necessary to know first the mass consumptions of oxygen for the 
oxidation reactions in Eqs. (3-5), namely o,O2ν , βν o,O2  and c,O2ν . These values are not 
available in the literature and thus they were determined based on the modeling results. 
First, for simplicity it is assumed than o,O2ν  and βν o,O2  are equal. Then, based on the 
numerical predictions, the selected values were those resulting in the oxidation reactions 
occurring near the location of the peak temperature. The final values of these parameters 
(listed in Table 3) are in relatively good agreement with previously reported values for a 
three-step mechanism [16]. The other parameters used in the model, given also in Table 3, 
are either extracted from previous studies of PU smoldering combustion in microgravity, or 
selected to scale the nondimensional variable to have an order of magnitude of 1. 
 
Results and Discussion 
The species model predicts the spatial distribution of the different species in the 
vicinity of the front, and the role of each of the five reactions in this structure. Due to the 
steady-state assumption, these profiles propagate at the same velocity as the smoldering 
front smlu . Experimental observations of reaction rates and species concentrations in 
smoldering combustion are very limited and only inferences from temperature 
measurements, ultrasound imaging and inspection of burned samples can be used. Thus, 
the model predictions can only be compared phenomenologically to experimental 
observations. 
Results of the reaction rates and species mass-fractions are shown in Fig. 10 (forward) 
and Fig. 11 (opposed) for the conditions in Table 3. It is seen that the model predicts that 
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both fronts consume all the incoming oxygen, as inferred from experiments [1, 38, 46, 49]. 
However, considerable differences in the front structure can be observed between the two 
propagation modes. 
In forward smoldering propagation (Fig. 10), the oxidation and the pyrolysis reactions 
form two distinct propagating fronts: the pyrolysis front arriving first to the virgin foam 
and then followed by the oxidation front. This is in agreement with experimental 
measurement in forward smolder propagation [39, 46] where two propagating fronts are 
observed in the temperature profiles. According to the species model, forward smolder 
results in virtually no oxidation of the virgin foam, as all of it is converted to β-foam. The β-
foam is subsequently consumed by both the pyrolysis and oxidation reactions. Also, there 
is a small fraction of char left behind the front. This is because the assumption of no heat 
losses produces an upstream region of high temperature where oxygen concentration is 
also high, so the char oxidation step is vigorous, and all the char is converted to residue. 
This vigorous char oxidation, typical of forward propagation, has been identified as a 
precursor to the transition from smoldering to flaming combustion, because the transition 
has strong links with the highly exothermic char and residue (secondary char) oxidation 
reactions [53]. 
In contrast, the oxidation and the pyrolysis reactions in opposed smoldering 
propagation (Fig. 11) overlap to form a single propagating front. This is also in agreement 
with experimental observations in opposed propagation, where a single propagating front 
is observed in the temperature profiles [38, 49]. According to the species model, the 
degradation of the virgin foam occurs via both pyrolysis and oxidation reactions but is 
dominated by the former. The β-foam is mainly consumed by the oxidation path rather 
than by its competing pyrolysis path. Opposed smoldering combustion results in a higher 
char fraction left behind the smolder front than in the forward mode, also in agreement 
with experimental observations [38, 49]. This is due to the starvation of oxygen occurring 
before the char oxidation is complete. 
 
VII Concluding Remarks 
The use of a genetic algorithm to determine solid-phase pyrolysis and oxidative kinetics 
by correlating a reaction mechanism of thermal and oxidative degradation with 
thermogravimetric data has been demonstrated. It is found that the five-step mechanism 
and the calculated kinetic-parameters work well for the prediction of thermogravimetric 
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data at different heating rates and gas atmospheres. Moreover, the mechanism and its 
parameters are able to predict the species structure of a smolder-front. Using the kinetics 
developed in this work, a species model of the PU kinetics in a smoldering front shows that 
it is possible to predict (at least phenomenologically) the experimental observations of the 
species distributions in both opposed and forward smolder. This result is very useful in 
the development of numerical models of smoldering combustion, especially in 
multidimensional simulations where distinction between forward and opposed modes is no 
longer rigorous. A fully detailed model of forward and opposed smoldering ignition and 
propagation including the kinetics from this work plus heat, mass and momentum 
transports in porous media is presented elsewhere [54, 55]. 
The methodology proposed here can be applied to other materials, or to estimate other 
not readily available material-properties, such as enthalpies of reaction from calorimetry 
experiments. With quantified enthalpies of reaction, it will be feasible to solve the energy 
conservation equation of the smolder front, avoiding the use of a prescribed temperature 
distribution or calibration of the results. This would allow exploring in more detail the role 
played by each reaction and its accurate distribution inside the smolder front. 
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Table 1. Kinetic and stoichiometric parameters for cellulose and 
comparison with TG benchmark (curve #7 in [21]). 





pE  236 241 12 % 2 % kJ/mol 
log10( pA ) 18.4 18.8 17 % 2 % log10(1/s) 






Table 2. Kinetic and stoichiometric parameters for PU 
foam estimated using GA. 
Parameter Best Range Units 
pE  148 [136, 160] kJ/mol 
log10( pA ) 11.3 [10.4, 12.5] log10(1/s) 
pn  0.21 [0.13, 0.31] - 
p,βν  0.70 [0.69, 0.71] kg/kg 
βpE  124 [121, 127] kJ/mol 
log10( βpA ) 8.2 [7.8, 8.5] log10(1/s) 
βpn  1.14 [1.12, 1.18] - 
βν p,c  0.05 [0.04, 0.06] kg/kg 
oE  194 [161, 220] kJ/mol 
Log10( oA ) 15.4 [12.6, 16.7] log10(1/s) 
on  0.52 [0.47, 0.69] - 
o,cν  0.57 [0.55, 0.57] kg/kg 
βoE  194 [161, 220] kJ/mol 
Log10( βoA ) 15.4 [12.6, 16.7] log10(1/s) 
βon  0.52 [0.47, 0.69] - 
βν o,c  0.57 [0.55, 0.57] kg/kg 
cE  201 [193, 220] kJ/mol 
log10( cA ) 15.2 [14.5, 16.7] log10(1/s) 
cn  1.23 [1.10, 1.49] - 











Table 3. Scaling variables and parameters for the species model 
Parameter Value Units Reference 
gu  3 mm/s [38, 39] 
smlT (forward) 680 K [39] 
smlu (forward) -0.15 mm/s [39] 
fwdα  1.25 - [39] 
smlT   (opposed) 690 K [38] 
smlu   (opposed) 0.19 mm/s [38] 
oppα  0.71 - [38] 
o,O2
ν  and βν o,O2  0.08 -  
c,O2
ν  0.30 -  
sρ  26.4 Kg/m3 [13] 
τ  10.9 s scaling 








Figure 1. Scan Electron Microscopy imaging of polyurethane foam [19]: (a) virgin foam; (b) 
pyrolyzed foam; and (c) smoldered char. 
Figure 2. Polyurethane foam mass-loss kinetics in nitrogen as a function of temperature 
for three heating rates, a) solid mass; b) mass-loss rate. Marks: experimental [13]; Lines: 
calculations. 
Figure 3. Polyurethane foam mass-loss kinetics in air as a function of temperature for 
three heating rates, a) solid mass; b) mass-loss rate. Marks: experimental [13]; Lines: 
calculations. 
Figure 4. Evolution with generations of the best fitness found by the genetic algorithm 
during a typical search for cellulose kinetics. 
Figure 5. Mass-loss behavior of all the individuals attempted by the genetic algorithm 
during a typical search for cellulose kinetics. Circles are the experimental results. 
Figure 6. Cellulose mass-loss rate in nitrogen as a function of temperature for a heating 
rate of 5 ?C/min. Marks are experiments [21]; Lines are numerical. 
Figure 7. Simulated polyurethane mass-loss pyrolysis reaction-rates 
i
ω&  in nitrogen 
atmosphere, as a function of temperature for 20 ?C/min heating-rate. 
Figure 8. Simulated polyurethane mass-loss reaction-rates 
i
ω&  in air atmosphere for; a) 
pyrolysis; and b) oxidations, as a function of temperature for 20 ?C/min heating-rate. 
Figure 9. Propagation modes of one-dimensional smoldering combustion. 
Figure 10. Results for the front structure of forward smolder in polyurethane foam. 
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